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HPS beam requirements

asymmetric beam to improve track
momentum resolution, without
overheating the target foil
fast feedback orbit locks for beam
position stability
vacuum throughout the system to keep
occupancies low
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Hall beamline overview
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Harp scan results 
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Understanding the beam tails

Using thin and thick harp wires

Combine data from low and high gain counters

Fit profile with convolution function

was delivering beam (1 − 40µA) to the other two experi-
mental halls (Halls A & C).

Figure 1: Mechanical schematic of the wire/plate support
structure. The thin wire is 25µm in diameter. The thick
wire is 1mm in diameter. The plate is 1mm by 10mm. The
wire frame is moved into the beam along a 45◦ axis with
respect to the horizontal axis.

ANALYSIS
Once a scan file has been written to disk, offline analy-

sis must be performed to combine the 25µm wire data with
the 1mm wire or plate data. The technique used is similar
to that found in Ref. [8]. The beam size is small com-
pared to the 1mm wire diameter and the X plate. There-
fore this data must be differentiated before combining with
the 25µm wire data. In order to determine the scale factor
and position alignment a χ2 minimization is performed to
match the 25µm data with the differentiated data. Noise is
suppressed on the 25µm wire data sample, by only using
data with more than 10 counts.

Naively one expects a scale factor of 1600 for the 1mm
wire, based on the square of the ratio of the wire diameters.
The scaler factor for the match between the 1mm wire data
and the 25µm wire data had a range between 1400 and 1900
for the scans that were taken. On each individual scan there
are four matches that need be performed, two sides of two
profiles. The minimum scale factor of the four (1400) is
used to match the 1mm data with the 25µm data.

The scale factor for the X plate data will depend on
the extent of the beam in the X dimension. Again a χ2

minimization is performed and scale factor is found to be
∼ 1750.

Once the data has been combined it is fitted to the fol-
lowing functional form

F = b+G(Acore,σcore,mean)+G(Ahalo,σhalo,mean)
(1)

where the G represents a Gaussian function and b is a
constant background term. Both the core Gaussian and the
halo Gaussian have the same mean.

RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the X and Y beam profile obtained us-

ing a motor speed 0.125mm/sec. A clear halo is observed
with the 1mm wire data, which is too small to be observed
with the 25µm wire. The parameters determined by the fit

are listed in Table 1. Figure 3 shows the X profile for the
same scan using the 1×10mm2 plate data. The parameters
determined by the fit to the plate data agree with those ob-
tained with the 1mm, see Table 1 suggesting that the scale
factor is properly determined.

Figure 4 shows the X and Y beam profile obtained using
a motor speed 0.250mm/sec. This scan also shows a clear
halo component, slightly larger than that found in Figure
2. These parameters determined by the fit for this scan and
others not shown here are tabulated in Table 1.
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Figure 2: Beam Profile combining the 25µm and 1mm Fe
wire data. The top(bottom) plot shows the X(Y) data and
results of the fit to the data. The red points represent the
1mm wire data, the green points the 25µm wire data, the
blue curve is the overall fit to the data and the red curve
is the halo portion of the fit. The ordinate is plotted with
a log-scale and the count rate is normalized to the beam
current.

The figures show a signal Peak/Noise ratio of ∼ 108

which is an improvement over the existing system. With
this increased dynamic range small amount of beam halo
has been observed in the Hall-B end-station. The source
of the halo is unknown. Although the fact that the level
of halo changed by several orders magnitude over several
days, suggests that the source is an artifact of something
changing in the accelerator.

The algorithms to merge the data sets have been devel-
oped and will continue to be improved so that the merged
profiles can be obtained shortly after the scan has been
completed. This will result in a quicker feedback to the
operators and perhaps in isolating the source of this halo.
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Procedure for establishing the beam

Check beam trajectory and profile quality in the upstream tunnel
before sending the beam through the hall to the Faraday cup

First low current beam through HPS : chicane off and SVT retracted 7mm away
Center moving items : collimator, target, SVT (using dedicated wires)

Running on evenings, nights, and weekends : heroic efforts from accelerator physicists
Requires early BPM calibration to define proper trajectory and orbit locks

Procedure to restore the beam after a trip : retract SVT if end station triggered FSD
Operators were well aware of our particular needs, smooth recovery most of the time
BPM calibration correlates to minimum current when bringing beam back
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Beam stability

SVT support structure 500 µm away from the beam (active region 1.5 mm) :
Beam position instabilities can damage the detector, an entire layer may be lost
the detector was designed for easy layer replacement. May lose a couple of days.

We have seen more instabilities during multiple halls beam tune
Instabilities in beam energy induce vertical fluctuations in Hall B

Elliptical beam spot also has a tilt angle
Significant skewness in the November-December run
New skew quad at 2H01, and downstream OTR viewer
Shielding in the Lamberston seemed to have eliminated the issue

Beamline 

S.#Stepanyan,#The#state#of#HPS,#July#2015#
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•  NovemberLDecember#run#showed#significant#
skewness#in#the#beam##

•  Several#sources#have#been#iden<fied#
•  To#mi<gate/correct#skewness,#a#new#skew#quad#

was#installed#at#2H01##
•  For#monitoring#the#skewness#two#new#screens,#YAG#

and#OTR#were#installed#on#the#downstream#viewer#
•  At#the#end,#beam#skewness#was#not#present#during#

the#spring#run,#shielding#in#the#Lambertson#magnet#
seems#helped#
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Other items

Restore rapid access system
For work away from the beamline, Hall B used to have a rapid access system
Needs to test and acquire enough experience with the system

Bleedthrough
PbWO4 calorimeter sometimes picks up bleedthrough not seen anywhere else
Usually fixed by adjusting the chopping slit aperture

Fast ShutDown
Test of beam stability when FSD triggers using a thick wire close to the beam
No instability found, but difficulty to keep track of FSD trigger
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